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Abstract

We report the recent results on the jet production in almost real 77 and ej
collisions studied at y/s = 58 GeV with the TOPAZ detector at the TRISTAN
e+e~ collider. We have updated the previous results by improving the photon flux
functions and by doubling the statistics. The energy distribution in the small angle
region are studied in some more details. A clear jet-like structure is also observed
in the event sample of deep-inelastic cy scattering.

1 Introduction
In our previous paper[l], we have reported a clean evidence for the jet production

in 77 collisions. Where we have shown that a new process, a hard scattering of parton
components of the photon(i.e. resolved photon processes), play a important rule in the
process of the high-p^ jet production in 77 collisions [2]. We also observed substantial
activities in the small-angle region for the sample which has high-pr jets in the central
region. This is a direct evidence of the remnant-jets which are expected only in the
resolved-photon processes. This evidence of remnant-jet has also been reported in the
photon-production processes at the HERA experiments([3],[4]). However, so far, there
are no reports from other experimental groups in the e+e~ colliders([5]- [8]).

Here we report on the updated results of the jet studies with a larger data sample
than the previous publication. We took proper account of the anti-tag condition in the
photon flux calculation which was neglected in the previous analysis. In addition, the
threshold in jet px was lowered from 2.5 to 1 GeV in order to see individual contributions
more clearly. The energy distribution in the small angle region have been studied in some
detail in order to check the consistency with the expectation from the remnant-jets in the
resolved processes.

In the last section, we briefly mention to the final state topologies in the deep inelastic
e7 collisions[9].

2 Event Selection
The present analysis used data collected at ^5=58 GeV corresponding to an integrated

luminosity of 161.6 pb"1 . Detailed descriptions of the TOPAZ detector can be found
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elsewhere([10], [11],[12]). The time-projection chamber measures the momenta of charged
particles. The energies of electrons and photons were measured in the electromagnetic
calorimeters covering hermetically the polar angular region | cos0| < O.9984(0rnin = 3.2°).
Hadronic events from two-photon reactions were selected with following criteria:

1. the minimum number of charged tracks must be 4 and the net charge should be
< 2, where the charged particles should have pt > 0.15 GeV and | cos 6\ < 0.83,

2. the visible energy (Evis) of the event should be Evis < 30GeV,

3. the invariant mass of an event(Wuls) should be 2 < WV1S < 15 GeV. In Evi3 and
Wvis, charged tracks of above criteria and only electromagnetic energy clusters of
E > 0.3GeV and | cos 0\ < 0.S3 are used.

4. The maximum energy(Emax) of an electromagnetic energy cluster is required to be
< 0AEbeam, corresponding to the maximum photon virtuality of <5^ax = 2.6GeV2.

5. Beam-gas events are rejected by requiring the event vertex position to be \xvtx\, \yvtx\ <
2.5 cm and zvtx < 3 cm. Contamination of the beam-gas events were estimated from
those events in 3 < \zvtx\ < 8 cm.

The selection (4) defines our anti-tag condition. Some of the cuts are different from
those used in the previous analysis; the maximum cluster energy in (4) is changed from
0.252?teom to 0AEbeam and the events with protons are not discarded as the beam gas
events in order to reduce possible systematic errors.

Based on these criteria, 87,834 two-photon events were selected in total. We call them
"minimum bias" events.

3 Analysis Method

3.1 Identification of a jet

In order to reconstruct jets in the minimum bias sample, we used a jet-cone algorithm[13],
where a jet is defined as a cluster comprising particle inside a circle in the pseudorapidity
(rj = — lntan(0/2))- azimuthal angle(^) plane:

+ A^2) < R.

In this analysis, the cone radius(R) is chosen to be 1 unit and we required that the
transverse energy of the jet (p?1) be greater than 1 GeV. This jet clustering method has
been used in hadron collider experiments, and is also suitable for this case, since a high-p*
jet can be well separated from any remnant jets originating from spectator quarks in the
photon. For the jet clustering we used only particles in the angular region | cos0| < 0.83
or |T/| < 1.2, where the transverse momentum of a charged particle and the energy of a
neutral (electromagnetic) particle should be greater than 0.15 and 0.3 GeV, respectively.
In total 34,081 one-jet and 7,179 two-jet events were selected in the rapidity region within

< 0.7.
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The background from the beam-gas events was estimated to be 35%(15%) for one-
jet(two-jet) events based on the event vertex distributions. The other backgrounds were
calculated by Monte-Carlo simulations to be3.3%(2.7%) form e+e" -> qq(y), 0.8 %(2.2%)
from e+e~ —-> (ee)r+T~ and negligibly small amount from e+e~ —» T+T~. Since most of
the beam-gas events have low pt(jei)'s, their contribution for pt(jet) > 2.4(GeV) was
reduced to 10%(1.6%). These backgrounds were subtracted in the measured distribution
on a bin-by-bin basis.

3.2 Monte Carlo Simulation
In the perturbative QCD region, the cross section of the direct process (77 —» qq) is
calculated by QED and the ones of the resolved processes are given incorporating with the
parton hard-scattering cross sections and the quark/gluon distributions inside a photon.
The cross section in the e+e~ collisions are obtained by using the equivalent photon
approximation(EPA[14]) with the following photon flux([15],[16]).

/ ( ) [l + ( l ) ] l( ) ] mlx2 , ()

with Plax =mm(PlaxMnlQlJf) (2)

where Q2
CJJ = p\ for light(u,d,s) quarks and m2

c + p] for charm quark. Plxax,kin is a max-
imum photon virtuality determined by the experimental anti-tag condition: Qi,iax /,.,-„ =
2Ebeam(l - x)(l - cosOiag). Our "anti-tag" condition is 0max = 3.2° for x(= Ey/Ebe'am) <
0.6. We liave checked that, if this form of photon flux is used and anti-tag condition is
taken into account, the cross section of EPA approximation for the direct process agree
with the exact matrix element calculation in 1% level. In the previous paper we have
used the photon flux function given by Brodsky et al.[17] without taking account of this
anti-tag condition. Thus we overestimated theoretical cross section approximately by 26
% for pt(jet) > 2.4 GeV. For the quark and gluon distribution function inside a pho-
ton we used the parametrizations of Drees and Grassie(DG)[18] as well as those of Levy,
Abramowicz and Charchula(LACl)[19]. The energy scale in these parametrizations was
set to be the square of the transverse momentum of the generated parton(p^). The theory
include one free parameter, Pt,min, which represents the lower limit in the perturbative
QCD calculations. This parameter is determined by using data as described in the next
section.

In the non-perturbative QCD region we employed the Generalized VDM(GVDM)[20].
For the total 77 cross section due to VDM, we used o™M(W) = (A + BjW) nb with
A=240 and B=270[21]. The final stcteof the hadronic system is simulated assuming thep(

spectra has a exponential form of dajdp\ ~ e~'ip<. The uncertainty of the total cross sec-
tion were estimated from the allowed range of numerical parameters, A = 200 ~ 300 and
B — 300 ~ 700. The hadronization was made by the JETSET6.3 string-fragmentation
scheme[22] with aq = 0.4GeV,a = 1.0 and b = 0.7GeV~2.
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4 Results

4.1 Inclusive Jet Distribution
The transverse momentum distribution of the inclusive jet production is shown in fig.l,
together with the expectation of the VDM, direct and resolved processes. We can see
clearly that the slopes of data are different below pt < 2.0GeV where the VDM compo-
nents are dominated, and above pt > 2.0GeV where the perturbative components play
an important rule. In order to obtain an optimal value of pt,min, we have carried out x2

minimization to the inclusive jet pt distribution (1 < pt(jet) < 8 GeV) with two parame-
ters of ptimin and an overall scale factor (JVDM) for the VDM total cross section defined
by a'Jy

DM(W) = fVDM • ar™M(W). The effect of the uncertainties in the VDM cross
section was taken into account in this way. In this x2 minimization we considered only
the statistical errors of experimental and Monte Carlo data. The resulting optimal values
are pltmin = 1.69(2.17) GeV and JVDM = 0.71(0.85) with xL n /NDF = 52.0/33(58.6/33)
for DG(LACl). The l<r(Ax2 = 1) and 95 % confidence level (AX

2 = 5.9) contours
are shown in fig.2. As seen clearly in this figure, there is positive correlation between
the two parameters. When /VDM is fixed to 1, we get pt<min = 1.76(2.20) GeV with
\ 'min/N D F = 76.8/34(64.9/34) for DG(LACl) t f . The results are consistent with the val-
ues reported from other e+e~ experiments from AMY[6],ALEPH[7],DELPHI[8], however,
the errors in each experiment are large.

The solid line in the fig.l is the optimized one for the sum of the VDM, direct and
resolved processes with P(,mtn = 1-69 GeV and JVDM = 0.71, while the two dotted ones
corresponding to ptimin = 1.4 and 2.0 GeV and JVDM

 = 1 a r e a l s o shown in order to
see how the Monte Carlo results depend on these parameters, the dependence of these
parameters is about 10% at Pt{jet) = 4GeV and negligible for pt(jet) > 5 GeV. Although
the figure shows calculation with DG parameterization, the LAC1 gives similar results.

As can be seen clearly in fig.l, the resolved processes are definitely necessary to repro-
duce the observed jet rate typically in 2 < pt(jet) < 4.5 GeV, while the VDM is important
only in pt{jet) < 2 GeV and the direct process has the hardest pt spectrum. These are
general features for any parametrization of the photon structure function except for the
very hard gluon distribution in the LAC3 parametrization. After optimizing pt,min and
JVDMI the data are consistent with both calculations of DG and LACl. However, in the
high-pj region above 4 GeV, the data exceed them by 20 ~ 25% as clearly seen in the
bottom figures of fig.l. In this regards, the comparison with the QCD calculation at the
next-to-leading logarithm accuracy is expected to be important[23].

4.2 Activity in small angle region
In the resolved processes, remnant jets are produced predominantly in the very small-
angle region, while only a small hadron flow is expected for the direct process. We have
shown, in the previous paper, that activities in the forward calorimeter(FCL) can be
observed indeed, for those events which has high-p( jets(p( > 2.5GeV) in the central

ttThese values are lower than the previous values[l] of p ( ,m ;n = 2.0(2.4)GeV for DG(LACl), because
of the difference of the the photon-flux functions used, as mentioned in 3.2.
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region(|7/jet| < 0.7). In this sample, it is very rare that the direct and VDM processes
leave some deposit of energies in the the FCL region of (0.895 < |cos0| < 0.9984).

In order to see more details of this activities, in fig.3, we plotted the largest cluster
energy(.Emax) seen in the FCL region for the sub-sample which has jets with pt > 2.5GeV
in \rjjet\ < 0.7. In this sample, we do not apply any cuts of the anti-tag conditions, in
order to see the effects of the scattered beam electrons, also.

As can be seen from the figure, we can observe the both elfects of the remnant-jets
and the scattered beam-electrons of the deep-inelastic e"f scattering. We note that the
beam-gas background is at level of 10% and is subtracted from data by bin-by-bin bases.
The clusters in high-energy region with Emax > QAEi,eam, are expected to come from the
scattered beamelectrons(/positrons) in e7 scattering. While, in the region of smaller value
of Emax( < 0.3-Efceam), large activities are also observed, which expected to be came from
the remnant-jet in the resolved processes. Our Monte Carlo simulation(Solid histogram)
support this expectations. It is also clear that these activities can not be explained by the
scattered electrons in ey scattering since the energy of the those electron(.Sjas) distributes
like ~ 1/z = l/(i?i,eam — Etag, which has a peak at Etag ~ Ebebeam-

4.3 jets in deep-inelastic cy scattering
In our previous paper[9], we have measured the photon structure functionfi^) by using
the sample in which a scattered electron is tagged by the FCL calorimeters. The range
of the Q2 of the FCL tagged sample is from 3 to 30 GeV2. Using this tagged sample,
we also studied the final state topologies of the hadronic state in the deep-inelastic ej
scattering, by the same jet-clustering method. The examples of the one-jet and two-jet
events observed in the e^ scattering are shown in fig. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively. Where
we can see that clusters of well separated and the scattered electron. From the event
rate of the one-jet and two-jet sample, we observed the direct indication of the hadronic
components of the photon in the process of the deep-inelastic cy scattering. Please see
our original paper[9] for more details.

Our final goal of this jet-study is to measure the strong-coupling constant(as) from
the jet rates in this process.

5 Conclusion

We have measured the inclusive jet productions in the two-photon reaction at \/s =
58GeV for the integrated luminosity of le i^pb" 1 with the anti-tag condition. The ex-
istence of the resolved process is evident form the direct detection of the energy-clusters
coming from the remnant-jets. We demonstrated the importance of the anti-tag condi-
tion, it is important especially at high-p( region. The overall features of the data are well
reproduced by a sum of the VDM, resolved(DG,LACl) and direct processes by adjusting
the two parameters (pt,min and JVDM)- However, in pt(jet) > 4 GeV, the measurement
systematically exceeds the theoretical leading order calculations(DG,LACl) by 25 %. In
this respect, a systematic comparison with the recent next-to-leading -log calculation will
be important.
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Figure Captions

Fig.l: Inclusive jet distribution as a function of jet transverse momentum, Pt{jet), for
\r]jet\ < 0.7. The solid circles are the anti-tag experimental data, where the error bars are
only statistical ones. The solid line a prediction of the direct + resolved(DG) + VDM
processes with P(imin = 1.69GeV and /VDM — 0.71. The two dotted lines correspond to
Pt,min = 1-4 and 2.0 GeV with JVDM = 1-0- The contribution of the direct and the VDM
processes are shown by dot-dashed and dashed histograms, respectively. The bottom
figures are the data divided by the optimized Monte Carlo ones.

Fig.2: la(A%2 = 1) and 95 % confidence level (A\ /2 = 5.9) contours in the planes
of Pt,min a n d fvDM f°r the inclusive jet pt distribution;(a) for DG and (b) for LACl
p arametri zation.

Fig.3: The maximum cluster-energy distribution measured by the calorimeters in the
polar angular region of 0.895 < |cos0| < 0.9984 for the sample which has central jets(|?/jet|i
0.7) with Pt(jet) > 2.5 GeV. The data(solid circle) are compared with the direct(dot-
dashed histogram) and direct+resolved (solid histogram) Monte Carlo predictions. The
VDM contribution is negligible for this sample.

Fig.4: Lego plots of typical (a) one-jet and (b) two-jet events in the single-tag two-
photon events; i.e. a sample of deep-inelastic e^ scattering. A typical values of Q2 are
about 10 GeV2. The transverse momenta are shown in the plane of the pseudorapidity(?7)
and azimuthal angle(^).
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